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Dear Reader,

We’re pleased to bring to you the fifth edition of BankBazaar’s Aspiration Index®, the largest study of India’s
aspirations through the lens of personal finance.

The data this year points to the resurgence of aspirations despite hard inflation following the pandemic. The
good news? The All-India Aspiration Index is now at 87.3, climbing to its highest level since the start of this
study in 2018 when it was 87.4.

The Index is up sharply from 84.4 in 2021 and the all-time low of 79.9 in 2020. The bounce-back shows India
is well and truly back at the task of chasing its dreams. 

The Index captures the importance Indians assign to an aspiration, how confident they are of its fulfilment,
and what their current readiness for fulfilment is. A higher Index represents greater aspirations.

The study tracks 17 goals under five broad aspirations: Health, Wealth, Fame, Relationship, and Personal
Growth.  

Aspirations, whether long-term or short-term, are often shaped by ongoing considerations. This year, India
unequivocally told us its top aspiration is to be mentally healthy and happy. One can empathise with this
Sisyphean pursuit in two years of despair. 

The mental health goal also has the highest Aspiration-Readiness Gap, implying a sizeable difference
between the importance of the goal and the preparation for its attainment. 

The pandemic scars show. People still want to live close to family, have a nutritious diet, and have long-
lasting friendships. India also continues to cherish the idea of home ownership and saving for their children’s
education — two goals that have figured prominently in the Index every year. 

The big story this year is inflation. Borrowings are up. Savings have 
stagnated or fallen secularly across demographics or regions. 

That, and much more, is covered in this report 
which we hope you will find insightful. 

Sincerely,

RATI, ADHIL, 
& ARJUN

FROM THE
FOUNDERS' DESK
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THE FACES
BEHIND THE DATA

43%
57%

78%
22%

WHO
ARE
THEY?
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Our study surveyed 1675 respondents from 6 metros and 18+ Tier 2 cities of India. This year's
study covers working professionals aged between 22 and 45 years. 

SALARIED PROFESSIONALS 
AGED 22-45
This segment forms the core of the
formal workforce in India and is the
primary consumer of all financial
products.

SALARY > 30K PER MONTH
Those who earn salaries in this range
have the monetary bandwidth to opt for
a variety of financial products including
credit cards and loans.

DIGITALLY AWARE
They have shopped online or made a
digital transaction in the recent past.

AGE COHORTS
EARLY JOBBERS

22-27 YEARS
Early Jobbers are the newest

entrants into the nation’s
workforce. They are the most

digitally savvy and receptive to
new means and technologies to

fulfil their needs. 

MONEYMOONERS
28-34 YEARS

Moneymooners have a few years
of work experience, and their

purchasing power is significantly
higher. This makes them high-
value customers for a range of

products such as cars, their own
homes and vacations abroad.

WEALTH WARRIORS
35-45 YEARS

Wealth Warriors are not
necessarily the most digitally
savvy, but their purchasing

power makes them a significant
target for higher-end goods and
services, especially those meant

for families and children.

WOMEN

MEN

METROS

NON-METROS



THREE 'MILLION DOLLAR' QUESTIONS
MANY PRICELESS INSIGHTS

BANKBAZAAR
ASPIRATION

INDEX®

Importance of
Aspiration

IMPORTANCE How important was it for 
them to achieve the goal?

Those surveyed had to assess each goal on the basis of three simple questions, which together
made up our single, multifaceted index.
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The BankBazaar Aspiration Index® attempts to understand the aspirations of our respondents
from a personal finance perspective. The respondents shared several life goals, which were
segmented into 5 broad areas* – Wealth, Health, Relationships, Fame and Personal Growth.

WEALTH
• Buy a house of my own
• Spend on premium products
• Travel around the globe
• Retire early

FAME
• Be the go-to person
• Stand out distinctly amongst
friends
• Be an expert or influencer

HEALTH
• Follow a fixed regime
• Be mentally healthy and
happy
• Maintain a nutritious diet

PERSONAL GROWTH
• Constantly reinvent oneself
• Become an entrepreneur
• Get back to hobbies or
passions

RELATIONSHIPS
• Have a long-lasting friendship
• (If a bachelor) Spend my own
money on a lavish wedding
• (If married) Save and invest
money to provide my children
with the best education in life
• Live near my immediate family

CONFIDENCE How confident were they 
about achieving that goal?

READINESS How prepared were they at 
the time to attain the goal?

ASPIRATION-READINESS GAP
A particular aspiration might be of high importance on
our respondent’s list, but they might not be
adequately prepared, either financially or otherwise,
to fulfil it. The Aspiration-Readiness Gap gauges how
far a segment of respondents is from a goal.

Perceived
Preparedness

Aspiration-
Readiness Gap

minus

equals

* Adapted from the Self-Determination Theory
developed by Kasser & Ryan

Graphs for illustrative purposes only and are
not to scale. 



ALL-INDIA ASPIRATION INDEX
THE BIG BOUNCEBACK

87.8

METROS

88.2

EAST

88.0

WEST

86.7

NORTH SOUTH

86.5

NON-METROS

85.2

87.3

2022

84.4

2021

79.9

2020

86.9

2019

87.4

2018
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The 2022 national Aspiration Index® is at 87.3. It has seen a big upswing, reaching its 2018 levels for the
first time in four years as people learn to put the pandemic behind them. The index continues to be strongly
driven by non-material goals, but financial security is never far from mind. 

BIG CITIES, BIG
ASPIRATIONS
Metros continue to steal
the march on non-metros
on aspiration. At 2.6, the
gap between metros and
non-metros is at the
highest ever. 

EAST LEADS
East regained its crown of the most
aspirational region, closely followed by
the West. A comparatively moderate
impact of Covid the last few years has
helped the region hold on to aspirations
despite the impact of inflation.

WOMEN HAVE BIGGER ASPIRATIONS
Women continue to be ahead of men when it comes to
aspirations, leading by 3 whole points. Women of all
ages are more aspirational than men, with
Moneymooner women leading the pack — an indication
of changing times and social mores. Early Jobber men
are the least aspirational. Wealth is the most important
aspiration for Moneymooner women but the least
important for Wealth Warrior women who put Fame
and Personal Growth before Wealth. 

MEN

85.7

WOMEN

88.7

CLOSING THE GAPS
The scars of Covid are still
visible. The biggest
Aspiration-Readiness gaps
show up in Health and
Relationship. Mental
wellbeing had the highest
gap at 9.1 followed by
prioritising hobbies (6.1)
and living near family (5.9).



HAPPINESS, HOME, OR CHILD'S EDUCATION?
WANTS & NEEDS AT ODDS
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POPULARITY OF GOAL
ASPIRATION INDEX FOR GOAL

Mental wellbeing is the top goal by sample
size as well as aspiration. But there is a
clear difference between what young
Indians want and what they prioritise. The
five most popular life goals highlight what
Indians wanted the most: be happy and
healthy (49.2%), see the world (44.1%), be
their own bosses (34.1%), save for their
children's education (37.9%), and splurge a
little on the finer things of life (31.3%). 

However, the most aspirational goals are
different and reveal the heart of young
India. While mental health and saving and
investing for children are among the top
five, what else matters is living close to the
family, eating well, and of course, a home of
one’s own. 
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ROADBLOCKS TO ASPIRATIONS
Limited savings post pandemic coupled with high cost of living are barriers to India's aspirations. The
pain-points of each age cohort emerge distinctly. Early Jobbers face serious job losses and depletion
of savings during the Covid years; nearly half rue the lack of savings. Moneymooners are torn
between family responsibilities and work pressures in a swiftly changing world. And Wealth Warriors
are thrown off-track by high cost of living and depleted savings.

TOP GOALS

OVERALL EARLY JOBBERS MONEYMOONERS WEALTH WARRIORS

48.1% 47.9%
46.2% 45.4%

50.5%

39.8% 41.2% 40.2%
44.3%

50.1%

44.7%
48.4%

54.2% 52.3%
55.2%

44.5%

LIMITED SAVINGS
FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES & CONSTRAINTS

HIGH COST OF LIVING
WORK PRESSURE



COVER STORY: INFLATION
DIFFERENT STATES, SAME PAIN
Households across India present a tough picture. Expenses have gone up for 77% respondents. Wealth
Warriors, with bigger liabilities and higher responsibilities, feel the heat the most. Metros (79%) feel the
pinch more than the non-Metros (72%). Correspondingly, the reliance on credit to meet monthly expenses
has increased for 62% respondents, and savings have plateaued or gone down for almost 80%. 

LIMITED SAVINGS

FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES/ CONSTRAINTS

HIGH COST OF LIVING

WORK PRESSURE

ROADBLOCKS TO ASPIRATIONS
Limited savings post pandemic coupled with high cost of living have put breaks on aspirations. The
pain-points of each age cohort emerges distinctly. EJs faced serious job losses and depletion of
savings during the Covid years; 50.5% rue the lack of savings. MMs are torn between family
responsibilities (50.1%) and work pressures (48.4%) in a swiftly changing world. And WWs thrown off-
track by high cost of living (55.2%) and depleted savings (54.2%).

NORTH

85%

REDUCING OR STAGNATING SAVINGS HIGHER EXPENSES HIGHER CREDIT USE

OVERALL EAST NORTH SOUTH WEST METRO NON-METRO

100% 

75% 

50% 

25% 

0% 
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77% 77%

62%

81% 80%

63%

83%
77%

67%
74%

81%

62%

79%

69%

58%

80% 79%

65%

79%
72%

52%

BORROWINGS PER MONTH
80% people have borrowed Rs.5000-50,000 per month to meet monthly expenses. This is despite
64% respondents having received at least one increment and 44% having received a promotion over
the last one year.

LIFE ON CREDIT
57% respondents have taken a new loan in the last one year to
fulfil their aspirations or needs. Metros (56.9%) borrowed more
than non-Metros (52.1%). While only 4% of these new
borrowers are finding it difficult to repay their loans, 82% are
considering restructuring their loans. 

Non-Metros (8.1%) are finding it twice as difficult to meet their
loan commitments compared to Metros (3.1%). West (7.1%) and
East (6.5%) are finding it tougher to repay compared to South
(3.6%) or North (0.9%).

WEST

70%

EAST

84%

SOUTH

80%

ALL INDIA

80%



COVER STORY: INFLATION
ASPIRATIONS IN INFLATION
East, West, North, and South have their own way of dealing with the changing situation.
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THE NORTH STORY
After a tough pandemic last year, the North is on a spree
to fulfill aspirations that were missed last year, and this is
reflected in their borrowing. 62% took a loan in the last
year. The top reasons were to buy a house (63%) or a
vehicle (50%), or to for higher education (43%), but they
also borrowed the highest to fund a holiday and buy
consumer durables. 

THE EAST STORY
Despite high aspirations, the increasing cost of living is
blunting the edge in the East. While reliance on credit is
high at 63%, only 52% people took a loan last year.
While almost half of these were to build assets – a
house (49%) or a vehicle (44%) – 33% of loans were to
cover medical expenses.

THE WEST STORY
West is the picture of pragmatism as people tightly
controlled expenses. The region accounts for the lowest
dependence on credit and just above half of them (52%)
took a loan last year. Of these, 56% borrowed to invest in
a personal vehicle. House and education ranked much
lower at 39% and 33% respectively. 

THE SOUTH STORY
The last couple of years of Covid have shaken up the
South, leading to a tamping down of aspirations.
Respondents from the region bemoaned the price rise the
most. Regardless, reliance on credit is lower and 35% are
holding on without dipping into their credit cards and
other credit products more. New loans are fewer at 59%,
and only a few have invested in assets like a house (45%)
or a vehicle (33%). A third (32%) used them to fund
education and medical expenses (30%).



COVER STORY: INFLATION
WHAT THE CITIES WANT

GOAL SCORE

BE MENTALLY HEALTHY 90.6

SAVE FOR CHILDREN'S EDUCATION 90.3

OWN HOUSE 89.7
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BANGALORE
After mental health, the top goal on their mind is children’s education
and a house. Not surprising considering the cost of schooling in
Bangalore and rising property prices. Bangloreans had little interest in
getting back to hobbies and passions.

GOAL SCORE

OWN HOUSE 91.6

LIVE NEAR FAMILY 89.5

NUTRITIOUS DIET 89.4

CHENNAI
Home is where the heart is, and heart is where home is for
Chennaites. A house of their own topped the list of aspirations,
followed by a wish to live close to family. Travel is at the bottom of
their list as are hobbies or an impressive social media presence. 

GOAL SCORE

NUTRITIOUS DIET 90.3

LIVE NEAR FAMILY 89.8

LONG-LASTING FRIENDSHIP 89.7

DELHI
Good food and having family and friends close by matters the most to
Delhiites. A little luxury wouldn’t be amiss either. Meanwhile,
globetrotting, hobbies, and big fat weddings can wait. 

GOAL SCORE

HAVING A LAVISH WEDDING 91.1

BE MENTALLY HAPPY 90.8

LIVE NEAR FAMILY 89.7

HYDERABAD
Celebration ahoy as Hyderabadis look forward to lavish weddings and
a life close to family. Hobbies, friends, luxuries can all wait. A high
rating for lavish weddings is a rarity on the Index since it tilts towards
frugality. 

GOAL SCORE

OWN HOUSE 91.1

NUTRITIOUS DIET 90.5

LIVE NEAR FAMILY 90.3

KOLKATA
A house, close-knit family, and nutritious food matter the most to
Kolkatans. The city elevates hobbies to high art, but getting back to
hobbies ranks at the bottom, probably because they’re already a part
of life. Mental health and retirement aren't big priorities either. 

GOAL SCORE

OWN HOUSE 90.3

BUY PREMIUM PRODUCTS 89.8

LONG LASTING FRIENDSHIPS 89.7

MUMBAI
A house of one’s own remains the Mumbaikar’s evergreen dream, as
does close friendship. What the Mumbaikar doesn’t want to be is an
entrepreneur, influencer, go-to person, or anyone in the limelight
personally or professionally. 

NON-METROS
We surveyed 18 non-metros. Mental wellbeing is important
pan-India. But non-metros give priority to relationships: being
close to family and friends. Social renown, lavish weddings, and  
early retirement are assigned lower priorities. 

GOAL SCORE

BE MENTALLY HAPPY 88.9

LIVE NEAR FAMILY 88.9

LONG-LASTING FRIENDSHIP 87.9



INDIA'S HOUSING OBSESSION
FINANCING A CHALLENGE

TOTAL WOMEN MEN
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HIGH IMPORTANCE
Only 28% respondents had buying a
house as their top goals but it was
the 4th biggest aspiration and most
important material goal. For
Moneymooner women, it trumped
all other goals, be it Health,
Relationship, or Personal Growth. 

LOANS IN DEMAND
57% of respondents took a loan last
year. Of these, almost half of them
(49%) took a loan to build or buy
their house. Home loans are the
second most common loan after
personal loans, and 47% have taken
a home loan in the last one year.
 

HEAVY BORROWINGS
Loans above Rs.25L comprise 12%
of the total credit liability while high-
value loans of Rs.50L and above
contribute to only 5.4% of total
credit liability. This indicates that a
substantial part of the borrowing
even for home loans happens in the
Rs.20L range.

FINANCING PROBLEMS
More than half of the respondents
find it difficult to get a home loan.
While Early Jobbers (58%) find it the
toughest, it gets only marginally
easier with age as Moneymooners
(49%) and Wealth Warriors (47%)
testify. Interestingly, this remained
steady across regions and metros
and non-metros.

6%
4%

8%

34%
32%

36%

17%
13%

20%

43%

51%

36%

DON'T KNOW
OR HAVEN'T

TRIED

NOT TOO EASY,
NOT TOO HARD

VERY DIFFICULT VERY EASY

HOW DIFFICULT IS IT TO GET A HOME LOAN?

DON'T KNOW
OR HAVEN'T

TRIED

NOT TOO
EASY, NOT
TOO HARD

VERY
DIFFICULT

VERY EASY

DON'T KNOW
OR HAVEN'T

TRIED

NOT TOO
EASY, NOT
TOO HARD

VERY
DIFFICULT

VERY EASY

DON'T KNOW
OR HAVEN'T

TRIED

NOT TOO
EASY, NOT
TOO HARD

VERY
DIFFICULT

VERY EASY

EARLY JOBBERS

MONEYMOONERS

WEALTH WARRIORS

7% 5% 8%

36%

27%

41%

23% 27%
21%

34%
42%

29%

6% 3% 5%

35% 35% 35%

30% 30% 30%

19%
9%

14%

40%

53%
46%

9% 6%
11%

17%
11%

21%

44%
53%

38%



SIDE NOTES
FINANCIAL READINESS

OVERALL WOMEN MEN

Wealth Warrior and Early Jobber women have seen a greater drop in
savings, while the smallest drop was felt by Moneymooner women. 
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47%
CUT DOWN 
MONTHLY SAVINGS

THE SAVINGS STORY

32%
SAVED BUT COULD
NOT INCREASE

57%
INVESTED IN 
MUTUAL FUNDS

32%
INVESTED IN 
CRYPTO ASSETS

38%
EARLY JOBBER
WOMEN HAVE
CRYPTO ASSETS

EARLY JOBBERS
47% 50%

45%

36% 35% 36%

17% 15%
19%

REDUCTION STAGNATION INCREASE

MONEYMOONERS

44%
40%

48%

32%
27%

36%

24%

32%

15%

REDUCTION STAGNATION INCREASE

WEALTH WARRIORS

54% 57%
52%

28%
20%

34%

17%
23%

13%

REDUCTION STAGNATION INCREASE



SIDE NOTES
FINANCIAL READINESS
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HIGH IMPORTANCE
Early retirement is one of the top five goals for 29% of respondents,
making it the sixth most preferred goal. Retirement planning is the
second most important reason to invest. Despite this, only 60% have
a retirement corpus. Only 22.1% say they’re off-track. 

RETIREMENT PLANNING

60%
PLANNING A CORPUS OF
LESS THAN RS.1CR

17%
AIMING FOR CORPUS OF
RS.2CR OR MORE

25%
PLANNING A CORPUS OF
LESS THAN RS.50L

MOST PLANNING FOR RETIREMENT
53% Early Jobbers are planning for
retirement. The numbers increase with age:
63% for Moneymooners and 61% for
Wealth Warriors. 

WOMEN, METROS MORE PROACTIVE
73% Moneymooner women and 72%
Wealth Warrior women compared to 54%
Moneymooner and Wealth Warrior men
save for retirement. In metros, it's 62%
people compared to 54% in non-metros. 

INADEQUATE SAVINGS?
Not even 40% are planning a retirement
corpus of Rs.1Cr or more. 

Supported by global investors such as Experian,

Eight Roads, Sequoia India, WSV, and Amazon,

BankBazaar has been at the forefront of

democratising finance in India by providing end

users with frictionless access to credit. 

The company exited FY2021 with an annualised

revenue run rate of Rs. 156 crore. Its revenue is

growing at a CAGR of 100% with EBITDA

profitability attributed to its co-brand model.

Adhil Shetty, CEO, BankBazaar.com, said:

“BankBazaar has been focussed on three things:

great technology, customer focus, and the bottom-

line. I am proud to say that we are one of the few

fintechs in the world to be growing rapidly and

profitably."  

About Us

BankBazaar.com is India’s largest fintech co-

branded credit card issuer and online platform for

free credit score. It has a captive base of 50 million

registered users who use the platform for free

credit score tracking and in-depth personal finance

content and comparison tools. 

Its range of co-branded credit cards with India’s

leading banks is driving the platform's rapid growth

with more than half its customers now opting for

BankBazaar's own co-branded products. The

company is on track to facilitate one million active

BankBazaar co-branded credit cards in force over

the next couple of years. 
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